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As players of Monster Hunter and Dungeons & Dragons know, the slime is not exactly the king of

the fantasy monsters. So when a 37-year-old Tokyo salaryman dies and wakes up in a world of

dragons and magic, he's a little disappointed to find he's become a blind, boneless slime

monster.Mikami's middle age hasn't gone as he planned: He never found a girlfriend, he got stuck in

a dead-end job, and he was abruptly stabbed to death in the street at 37. So when he wakes up in a

new world straight out of a fantasy RPG, he's disappointed but not exactly surprised to find that he's

not a knight or a wizard but a blind slime demon. But there are chances for even a slime to become

a hero...
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Awesome manga, awesome concept, moves a bit fast story wise.. didn't expect village building-so

that was a pleasant surprise!The illustrations are well done. Characters are likeable. The mood

tends to swing from dark to light a lot! The main character has the abilityas a slime to transform into

whatever it eats.. for now. And he gains the ability to turn into something interesting and then

laments the lack offunctional organs. It was dark yet funny.The only thing that sucks about this

manga, is its English/united states release schedule.. the English version is probably4 volumes or 5

volumes behind what's been released in Japan if not more.So I really wish the translation to English,

OFFICIAL Translation, were much faster. I wanted to buy ALL the volumes that had been released

to date, but unfortunately they won't be out for months. Which is ridiculously horrible. Thankfully



fans have picked up the slack of the licensee for the US release.I'll buy the future releases, when

they finally do come out in English. Probably be an old man by the time the full digital English set

comes out in the US with the way the release schedule is looking.P.S. IF your looking for another

manga worth reading in this same genre.. check outKumo desu ga, nani ka? Its this manga about a

girl in a Japanese classroom that is reborn into another world as a spider, or a normal spider in a

Japanese classroom born into another world as a-bigger spider.. . or something. I don't know

exactly. But really interesting stuff!

The first thing you'll notice about volume 1 of That Time I Got Reincarnated As A Slime is the

monstrous size of the manga. The manga itself is over 200 pages long and then has a bonus light

novel short story at the end.The story is a very fun take on being stuck in another world genre.

Satoru Mikami through a tragic event winds up in fantasy world. Only instead of being turned into

some legendary hero he ends being a slime the weakest of monsters. Though that's not to say he

doesn't have some super abilities. He finds a goblin village that can't defend themselves and ends

up their saviour. Can the goblins led by a slime, with his new name Rimuru Tempest, end up a

proper civilization.While Rimuru does lean into a similar archetype of the genre, a few things help

him stand out. Of course there is slime angle with all the funny problems there is with being a ball of

jelly. But there is also the fact that he is nearly a 40 year old man, so his life experiences help enrich

him a setting where most protagonists are teenagers.In short it's a very good start for a series. If

you love the being stuck in another world genre, then check out That Time I Got Reincarnated As A

Slime.

Been reading this online and I'm more than happy to support this manga! The concept is absolutely

charming and I can't wait for more!

Good story and great art style to go with it. Need filler for me to post. Must write a paragraph

apparently.

Definitely love the end with Veldora's point of view. Anyone who loves reading the light novel or web

novel should get this. Help support the author and artists so they can more for us.

This series is the best hands down. I received my English copy of the series today but I have had

the benefit of reading this series in Japanese. If you want to know the series in English and



Japanese are word for word in terms of great story flow, action and always cheering for our MC the

slime. You will enjoy this series if you want to read a series that gives you a journey and you want to

watch a hero grow, you will like it. This story will grab you page 1 and you will struggle to wait for the

next volume that is how good it is.

It really makes you see from the monster's point of view. It also shows the importance to have a

name. And has inspired me to take up writing fantasy.
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